2/27/20 - Episode #7
Shake off the Features and Benefits Hangover and Make Sales Easier
Not an AA group for this, but there should be. Shake off the Features and Benefits Hangover and start tapping into 95% of customers’ decision-making brain.

[Allison]:     Howdy Trailblazers! 
Hey, when you look to make a purchase are you moved by HOW (let’s say) the car is made; what kind of steel they used; motivated by pictures of the dealership with their endless rows of cars?! Isn’t this how you make decisions...rationally?!

Here’s a Truth Bomb: You make decisions “rationally” only 5% of the time. 95% of the time, you choose based on emotion. And, here’s the kicker, SO DO YOUR CUSTOMERS.  

So, as manufacturers, why are we stuck in this kind of “Features and Benefits Hangover”? Telling people how old we are, how products are made, showing them endless pictures of our stacks of lumber, or (fill in the blank) and our fleet of trucks?! We’re effectively only tapping into 5% of their decision-making brain. 

Let’s jump in to this! Ray, why are manufacturers not taking advantage of the 95%? Stuck in a features and benefits hangover, if you will?


CURRENT BELIEFS HOLDING MANUFACTURERS BACK FROM A HANGOVER REMEDY:
[Ray]: 
Business is good, don’t you listen to the news?  We’re doing fine just the way it is! 
 
-Our customers are OEM’s & contractors and distributors...they’re more left brain and rational...right?!
-I thought features and benefits are what customers care about
-Isn’t this how marketing has always been done?
-Of course they want to know about us, our products, all that we offer
-Facts are compelling
-

ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM:
[Allison]: I’ve met and worked with numerous manufacturers who heard this “science-based” information about decision-making and chose to ignore it. Followed by at least one major competitor who super-charged their messaging and culture “with emotion” instead; and surged past and in some cases eclipsed them. 

[Ray]:
This begs your point though, right?! Facts didn’t always compel them to change. 
They weren’t motivated. They couldn’t see “what was in it for them.” How this cures what ails them. Eases a pain, if you will. Solves a huge problem.
I get it.  Not everybody wants to change, embrace something new...and we can’t help that 
[Allison]: Nail / Head (laughing)
These are some of the same “elephants” we talk about in other episodes…
-Jr. Understands the value and Sr. resists because they don’t; if it ain’t broke
-Lack of Brand Foundation, position, differentiator and understanding of who you’re talking to (so you ‘try it’ without being fully committed or having a culture to back it up)
-No obvious unique value proposition, promise or differentiator

[Ray]:
 - There’s ‘motivation’, and there’s “Stimulus & Response”...motivation is proactive, response is reactive.
 - I’d argue that there’s also a ‘fear of change’ element at work here as well.
 - Especially true if the change required needs to occur between the ears of the leaders.
 - McKinsey:  If you’re shackled to who you are now, you can't recognize - or reach for- who you might become next.
-Not having a full grasp and understanding of WHO your customers are and WHAT problem (s) they need solved
-So, you end up talking about yourself (aka features and benefits) leading with how you solve their problem better than anyone else.

POSITIVE EXAMPLE:
The difference between data and information 
Story.
When there’s simply data, it’s all noise. It’s impossible for a human being to absorb data without a narrative.
Once we figure out how to turn your features and ideas and benefits and effort into a story, though, it becomes information. And then we can act on it.
We have a story problem. All of us do. We’re not doing a good job of developing the empathy to turn all the data we’ve assembled into a story that others can understand.
-Seth Godin


LET’S GET TACTICAL:
[Ray]: Let’s talk about what manufacturers can do to shake off the Features and Benefits Hangover and tap into that 95% of the decision-making brain. TO MAKE SALES EASIER!

[Allison / Ray chimes in as well]:
First things first...READ THE ROOM. What are the results you’re currently getting from the systems you have in place? 
Do an audit of your brand; is what you’re doing and saying now “emotionally engaging” 
Survey your customers (on your own or with an outside vendor) Make sure you’re current on exactly what keeps them up at night, challenges they’re facing, problem they need to solve 
If you don’t already have them, create CUSTOMER PERSONAS. Name them. Give them an avatar or picture. Make them personal.  
Have your in-house people or outside agency craft a different, more compelling message. EXAMPLE: How will working with you or using your product make them  
FEEL?! ….it goes back to the example we lead with...they want to see themselves driving the car (make sense?!)
“Smoke-out” your biggest fears...find out what’s blocking you from making a change and introduce yourself!  Interrogate your assumptions around that fear.  Get the facts, Mitigate the real risks, Actively look for the real opportunities. 
You do “PFMEA’s” for your production lines, why wouldn’t you do that for your key business processes?  (Process Failure Mode & Effect Analysis) 
Do these things and now you’re tapping into the biggest part of their decision-making brain! Easier for your sales people, internal team and ultimately your customers. You don’t want MORE marketing, you want BETTER marketing and MORE sales. 


WRAP UP: 
[Allison]: As always, thank you for listening and being part of this tribe. 

If you’re not already, please subscribe to this podcast. And sharing is caring, so tell a colleague to tune in and GET REAL already.

[Ray]: And, remember to keep manufacturing out loud! We need you!
